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Abstract 
RomBn, L. and B. Rumbos. A characterization of nuclei in orthomoduiar and quantic lattices, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 ( 1991) 155-163. 
We prove that nuclei in orthomodular lattices, and more generally in quantic lattices are 
completely determined by the central elements. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to give some new results concerning nuclei in 
orthomodular lattices and more generally in quantic lattices. Nuclei have proved 
important since, in particular, they correspond with quotients or surjections of 
certain lattices such as Boolean algebras and locales (see [6], for example). As is 
well known, nuclei have their main source in the theory of topoi and sheafification 
due to Grothendieck, Lawvere and Tierney (see 14, S] for details). 
In Section 1 we deal with the classic notion of a nucleus on a lattice and apply 
this to orthomodular lattices, characterizing such nuclei. 
Section 2 talks about our generalization of several new kinds of ‘conjunctions’ 
in lattices (perhaps the best name is products in lattices), see [13] for more details. 
we define nuclei in these lattices and show that 
defined in Section 1. 
they coincide with the nuclei 
1. The characterization of nuclei in orthomodular lattices 
Throughout this work, L will denote an orthomodular labce, that is, a lattice 
(L, A, v, 0, 1) with an orthocomplement I : L + L satisfying: 
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(i) ~lb*b’Su’, 
(ii) ul v a = 1, 
(iii) n’ n a =O, 
for all a,b in L. Moreover, L satisfies the following weak modztlari~y property: 
ash B b=uv(u’/tb). 
These lattices have traditionally been associated with ‘quantum logic’, since the 
propositions for a quantum system correspond with closed subspaces of a Hilblgrt 
space and these constitute an orthomodular lattice. 
As pointed out in [12] a natural cnoice for an implication conjunction pair is to 
take the Susuki arrow defined by 
u+b=(uAb)va’ foraIla,bEL 
together with the conjunction ‘&’ given as 
u&b=juvb’jnb foraiia,bEL. 
The relation a & b I c iff Q I b+ c holds for any elements u,b,c of L. In 
categorical terms, if L is seen as a category, then this is just saying that the 
functor -& b is a left adjoint to b-* - for any b E L. An immediate result from 
this is that the operator & distributes arbitrary joins (on the left), i.e. it is ‘left 
distributive’. 
Some obvious consequences of the definition of ‘&’ are: 
(i) a A b I a & b, 
(ii) a & b (- b. 
(iii) l&u=u=a& 1, 
(iv) a & 0 = 0 = 0 & a. 
(v) a&u = a. 
It is interesting to note that the conjunction ‘&’ is not necessarily commutative 
or associative, actually ‘&’ possesses any one of these two properties, if and only 
if L is a Boolean algebra. (That associativity implies L Boolean is not entirely 
trivial. The reader is referred to [14] for a proof.) 
It is clear that for any u E L the orthocomplement of a can be written as a-+ 0 
and satisfies the following property: 
x&b=0 ($ xsb”. 
We recall the definition of a nucleus: . 
Definition 1.1. Let L denote a suplattice, then a function i: L+ L is called a 
nucleus if and only if the following are satisfied: 
(9 63 -5 it4 ( j is inflationary), 
(ii) joj(a) = j(a) ( j is idempotent). 
(iii) j(s A b) = j(a) A j(6) ( j is A-preserving). 
If L is any Heyting algebra (respectively Boolean algebra), then for any Q E L 
the operator defined by q,(x) = b v x is easily shown to be a nucleus. Notice that 
in order for ub to be a nucleus we must have a distributive Imice. In [9], a detailed 
study of nuclei in Pleyting algebras is given. In particular, if L denotes a Boolean 
algebra, the following is true: 
Proposition 1.2 (Macnab [9]). Zf j: L+ L is R nucleus over R Bodean algebra. 
then j(u) = ujfo,. Cl 
We are interested in giving a characterization of nuclei over orthomodular 
lattices. Since an orthomodular lattice is not necessarily distributive (unless it is a 
Boolean algebra), the problem seems to be different from the Boolean case. 
However, we shall see that this is not the case. Indeed, a similar result (as in 
Boolean algebrasj will hoid. -We begin with the foiiowing: 
Definition 1.3. Given L and L’ two complete orthomoduIar lattices, a function 
f: L+ L’ is said to be a morphism of orthomodular lattices iff the following 
properties hold: 
(i) f( vj aj) = vj .tl'j) 1 for every family (a,} G L, 
(ii) f(a A b) = f(a) A f(b), for all u,b E L, 
(iii) f(1) = 1, 
(iv) f(a’ ) = f(a)‘, for all a E L. 
As usual, f is a surjection whenever the image of f is L’. Given f : L + L’, a 
surjection between orthomodular lattices, f is in particular a surjection of 
suplattices and so by the adjoint functor theorem f has a right adjoint f* : L’+ L. 
It is fairly straightforward to check that the function defined by the composition 
f* of: L+ L is indeed a nucleus. 
Given a nucleus j : L + L, the image of L under j will be denoted by Lj. The 
map induced by j between these two suplattices is clearly a surjection and it will 
turn out, as we shall see later that it is indeed a surjection of orthomodular 
lattices. 
In order to give our characterization of nuclei, we note that the real problem 
here is that we do not have a distributive lattice. As when we have a group which 
is not necessarily abelian, a natural step is to take the center of an orthomodular 
lattice. We then have the following: 
Definition 1.4. If L is an arbitrary orthomodular lattice, then the center of L, 
denoted by Z(L) is the set 
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Clearly, Z(L) is nonempty (at least 0 and 1 are in Z(L)) and is a Boolean 
algebra with the operations induced by L. Whenever we have a complete 
orthomodulsr lattice, Z(L) is a complete Boolean algebra. Moreover, the next 
lemma cdn be proved easily. 
Lemma 1.5. If L is a (complete) orthomodulw lattice and z is an arbitrary element 
of Z(L), then rhe operator u, : L + L is a nucleus. 0 
The only thing to be noted is that as soon as you have an element of the center 
of L, then the distributive law holds, that is, given x,y arbitrary elements of L and 
z an element of Z(L), then: 
What about the converse to Lemma 1.5? We shall see that it is true. 
Lemma 1.6. Let j: L + L be a nucleus on L, then j(x’ ) & j(x) = j(0). 
Proof. Since xl A x = 0, we have the following identities: 
j(0) = j(r’ A x) = j(d) A j(x) ’ j(x’) & j(x) . 
Conversely, by the definition ~i & we have that: 
and since j is inflationary and I reverse: order we get: 
j(x’)& j(x)d(j(d)vxL)hj(x) 
=j(xL)Izj(x)=j(xLAx)=j(0)T 
yielding the desired result. Cl 
In [3] it is proved that & satis5es the following property (we will call it the 
‘absorption’ identity): Let x,y,z E L with x 5 y, then (z & y) &X = z & X. We 
shall make use of this in the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.7. Zf j : L - L is a nucleus on L, then j(0) E Z( L ). 
Proof. Let x E L, then we already know that j(0) A x 5 j(0) & X. So we must only 
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check the converse inequality. Again, by the definition of & and Lemma 1.6, we 
have: 
i(O,&x=(j(xL)&j(x))&x. 
Now, since i is inflationary and by the absorption identity the right-hand side is 
equal to i(x’) & X. Using the definition of & we have now: 
j(d) & x = [j(x’) v xl] A x 
and again, i inflationary implies the left-hand side is equal to i(x’) A x which 
clearly is less than or equal to i(O). Final13 since i(O) & x 5 x we have the desired 
result. Therefore, i(O) & x = i(O) A x, yielding i(O) E Z(L). q 
Using these last two lemmas we can now prove t!,e next theorem: 
Theorem 1.8. Let j : L + L be an arbitrary function on L. Then j is a nucleus if 
and onZy if j(x) = u,(x) f or any x E L, where z is an element of the center of L. 
Proof. We only have to prove that if i is a nucleus, then it has the desired form. 
Clearly, (by Lemma 1.7) our best candidate is ujcO). Moreover, for any x E L we 
have x v i(O) 5 i(x). 
We will show that i(x) & x’ s x’-*i(O). Because x’ *j(O) is equal to x v i(O), 
recall that i(O) is an element of Z(L). We calculate i(x) & xl: 
j(x) & XL = [j(x) v x] A x* 
= j(X) A XL 5 j(X) A j(X' ) = j(0) . 
So by adjointness we get the desired result, and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. Cl 
We shall set that Li is indeed orthomodular. Recall that weak modularity can 
be alternatively expressed by the following identity: 
a%b # = b A (bl v a). 
Corollary 1.9. Let j: L + L be a nucleus, then j: L 4 Li is a surjection of 
orthomodular lattices. 
Proof. Lj is the complete lattice [j(O), l] and given i(x) E Lj the orthocomple- 
ment of this element in Lj is clearly i(x’) = x1 vi(O). Indeed, 
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j(x) vj(x9 - 1. 
j(x) A j(x’) = (x v “Oj) h j(x’) 
=x~j(x’j~j(O)~j(x’) 
I j(x) hj(~‘) nj(0) hj(.x’) 
= j(0) h j(0) = j(0) . 
So, we only have to check that weak modularity is satisfied: 
Let j(x), j(y) E Lj with j(x) I j( y), then using weak orthomodularit:.l in L we 
have: 
i(x) = i( Y) A ( it Y)’ v i(x)) - 
Now, by Theorem 1.8, j(x) = x v j(0). Hence replacing this value we get: 
i(x) = Kx v i(o)) v (Y’ A i(o)’ )I A i(Y) - 
Finally, since j(y) is an element of Z(L) the left-hand side can be written as: 
which is equal to j(y) A (j(x) v j(y)‘) and the result forlows. So Li is indeed an 
orthomodular lattice and the morphism j : L + Lj is then trivially a surjection of 
orthomodular lattices. Cl 
2. Quantic nuclei 
Recently the study of several ‘product’ operations in a complete lattice E 
appeared in the literature (see [l, IO] for details). Moreover, Niefeld and Rosen- 
thal in [ll] study the concept of quantic nucleus over lattices that they call 
‘f’hantal~c Pm-h lattirec WP~P firct A=find hrr MIIIXIPW onrl RA~PPIW Tn I121 y-Y .1.--w v . irurn. IWCCIWYU ..-a” LISUC “I‘III~” “J 1.1nA11”, Ull” a#vfirrun. II‘ [Ad,, we 
introduced the concept of ‘Quantic lattice’ and quantic nuclei on such lattices. 
This category contains both orthomodular lattices and quantales as its objects. 
One might ask if these quantic nuclei differ from the usual nuclei. We will see that 
this is not the case. We introduce first the definition of a quantic lattice and a 
quantic nucleus. 
Definition 2.1. Let Q be a complete lattice (Q, I), then Q is a quantic latfice iff 
there exists a binary operation &: Q x Q+ Q satisfying: 
(i) 4 q : Q+ Q is a poset morphism for all q in Q, 
(ii) -& q : Q+ Q has a right adjoint q-, - for all q in Q. 
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The reader can find some interesting examples of such lattices in [ 141. Here, we 
mention some of them: 
(1) Any locale with a & b = a A b, Va, b E L. 
(2) Any complete orthomodular lattice, where & is the operation already 
defined in Section 1. 
(3) Any quantale (see [l] for details). 
Quantic nuclei were first introduced by [2]. Our definition does not differ from 
theirs. The definition is as follows: 
Definition 2.2. Let Q be any quantic lattice. If j : Q+ Q is an order preserving 
function then j is a quantic nucleus if and only if the following are satisfied: 
(i) a 5 j(a), 
(ii) j’a = a, 
(iii) j(a) & j(b) sj(a & b), 
for all a,b in Q. 
Example. If z is an arbitrary element of the center of an orthomodular lattice, 
then clearly the function u z : L- L already defined in Section 2 is a quantic 
nucleus. 
Notice that apparently this definition seems broader than the definition of 
nucleus. For some time we tried to find an example of a nonobvious quantic 
nucleus over an orthomodular lattice and we never succeeded. The reason is very 
simple, the only quantic nuclei over an orthomodular lattice are the usual nuclei. 
In crder to prove this assertion we begin with the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3. Zfj : L + L is a quantic nucleus, then j(0) is an element of the center 
qf L. 
Proof. Since j(a) & j(b) I j(a & b), then taking b = al we get: 
j(a)&j(a’)Ij(a&a’)=j(O)=j(a)Aj(a’). 
This last equality can be proved as follows: 
j(a)Aj(a’)Ij(a)& j(a’)Ij(a&a’)=j(O) 
and 
Moreover, an easy calculation shows that j(a) & j(a’) = j(a) A j(a’). There- 
fore, j(a) & j(a’) = j(0). 
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Now, taking any element CI E L, we calculate j(0) & a’: 
j(0) & a’ =[j(a)&j(a~)]&aA=j(a)&a~ 
Because a’ I j(a ’ ) and by the absorption identity (see Section 1). Now, 
j(a) & a I = [j(a) v a] A a 
=j(a)~a’5j(a)~j(a’)=j(O). 
Since we always have j(a) & a’ 5 a’ we get j(0) & a’ = j(0) A a’. In particular, 
j(0) & a = j(0) A a; this means that j(0) is an element of Z(L). Cl 
Finally we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.4. Let L be an orthomoduiar lattice. If j: L-, L is an arbitrary 
function, then j is a quantic nucleus iff j = u,, where z is an arbitrary element of the 
center of L. 
Proof. We only need to show that if j : L +- L is a quantic nucleus, then j has the 
desired form. By Lemma 2.3, our natural candidate again is j(0). We must check 
only that j(a) 5 a v j(a). 
We shall use a similar proof as in Theorem 1.8. We know that a’ + j(0) = 
a v j(0) since j(0) is an element of the center of L. We calculate j(a) & a’: 
j(a)&a’=[j(a)va]Aa’ 
and the left-hand side is equal to j(a) A ai I j(a) A j(a' ) = j(O), by Lemma 2.3. 
So by adjointness we get j(a) I ai * j(0) and the result follows. Cl 
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